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MAMS implementation MAMS implementation –– the Latin the Latin 
American experienceAmerican experience

Business as usual Business as usual –– ““on trackon track””//““off trackoff track””
properly definedproperly defined
Increasing marginal costs of achieving MDGsIncreasing marginal costs of achieving MDGs
Synergies between MDGsSynergies between MDGs
Different financing scenarios and Different financing scenarios and 
macroeconomic trademacroeconomic trade--offsoffs
Labour markets, microsimulation and MDG 1 Labour markets, microsimulation and MDG 1 
outcomes (mixed results)outcomes (mixed results)



Core methodology I: Sector analysis Core methodology I: Sector analysis 
of MDG determinantsof MDG determinants

What drives outcomes in education, health and What drives outcomes in education, health and 
other MDGs?other MDGs?

Supply and demand factorsSupply and demand factors
Synergies between MDGsSynergies between MDGs
Determinants and relative importance are country Determinants and relative importance are country 
specific!specific!

Estimation of parameters for MAMSEstimation of parameters for MAMS
Microeconomic sector analyses (example: education) Microeconomic sector analyses (example: education) 
Derive elasticities required to calibrate MAMSDerive elasticities required to calibrate MAMS
Sources and caveatsSources and caveats



Core methodology II: MAMS Core methodology II: MAMS ––
basic featuresbasic features

DynamicDynamic--recursive Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) recursive Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) 
model, extended to include government services and MDG model, extended to include government services and MDG 
outcomesoutcomes

Based on economyBased on economy--wide data set: Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) wide data set: Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) –– base base 
year solutionyear solution
Linking static and dynamic modules to generate dynamic solution Linking static and dynamic modules to generate dynamic solution for for 
entire time period (no intertemporal optimization) entire time period (no intertemporal optimization) 
MDG module: MDGMDG module: MDG--related social services and their economyrelated social services and their economy--wide wide 
impact (provided by government impact (provided by government andand private sector)private sector)
Policy tools: government demand for social services, other infraPolicy tools: government demand for social services, other infrastructure structure 
and other government services; choice of financing sourceand other government services; choice of financing source

““Business as usualBusiness as usual”” scenario scenario 
Can MDGs be achieved by 2015 under fixed growth in government Can MDGs be achieved by 2015 under fixed growth in government 
demand by commodity?demand by commodity?



Core methodology II: MAMS Core methodology II: MAMS ––
dynamics and closure rulesdynamics and closure rules

Achieving the MDGs (alternative scenario(s)) Achieving the MDGs (alternative scenario(s)) 
““ProductionProduction”” of MDGof MDG--related services: government spending in related services: government spending in 
interaction with other MDG determinants (example: education)interaction with other MDG determinants (example: education)

Logistic function allows for upper and lower limits of MDG outcoLogistic function allows for upper and lower limits of MDG outcomes and for mes and for 
decreasing marginal returns to government spendingdecreasing marginal returns to government spending
11stst step: Replicate base year outcome (check!)step: Replicate base year outcome (check!)
22ndnd step: Step up government spending to ensure MDG(s) is (are) reastep: Step up government spending to ensure MDG(s) is (are) reached by ched by 
20152015

MDG outcomes feed back into general equilibrium (e.g. labour marMDG outcomes feed back into general equilibrium (e.g. labour market)ket)
Financing source of government spending: determined by choice ofFinancing source of government spending: determined by choice of
closure rule (government budget) closure rule (government budget) –– domestic tax rates, foreign grants, domestic tax rates, foreign grants, 
domestic borrowing, foreign borrowingdomestic borrowing, foreign borrowing

Other closure rules Other closure rules 
Balance of paymentsBalance of payments
SavingsSavings--investment balanceinvestment balance



Data requirements I: The SAM and Data requirements I: The SAM and 
its adaptation for MAMSits adaptation for MAMS

Social accounting matrix (SAM)Social accounting matrix (SAM)
Data source for calibration of CGE model in base yearData source for calibration of CGE model in base year
Square matrix: identical row and column accountsSquare matrix: identical row and column accounts

Payments flow Payments flow from columns to rowsfrom columns to rows

Accounts: activities, commodities, factors, institutions, auxiliAccounts: activities, commodities, factors, institutions, auxiliary ary 
institutional accountsinstitutional accounts
Different levels of disaggregation: Macro, MicroDifferent levels of disaggregation: Macro, Micro

SAM for MAMSSAM for MAMS
Disaggregate activities into private and public!Disaggregate activities into private and public!
Separate activities related to human development services!Separate activities related to human development services!
Separate other relevant activities (e.g. natural resources)Separate other relevant activities (e.g. natural resources)
Assign capital accounts to every institution (trace investment)!Assign capital accounts to every institution (trace investment)!
Monetary sector is implicit: merged with government capital Monetary sector is implicit: merged with government capital 
accountaccount



Workshop web siteWorkshop web site

All presentations and background material can All presentations and background material can 
be found here: be found here: 

http ://www.un.org/esa/policy/bangkok_mdgs.html://www.un.org/esa/policy/bangkok_mdgs.html

http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/policy/mdg_workshops/bangkok_mdgs.shtml

